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An empirically motivated algorithm for the generation of multimodal
referring expressions





We describe an algorithm for generat-
ing multimodal referring expressions,
based on empirical data. The main
novelties are (1) a decision to point
based on both the efficiency of point-
ing (Fitt’s law) and the inefficiency of
a full linguistic description, (2) the ex-
plicit tracking of the ’focus of atten-
tion’, and (3) a threedimensional notion
of salience incorporating linguistic, fo-
cus and inherent salience.
1 Introduction
The multimodal algorithm we discuss in this pa-
per is based on a version of the Incremental Algo-
rithm due to Dale and Reiter (1995), which is one
of the most widely used algorithms for the gen-
eration of definite descriptions. Essentially this
algorithm iterates through the list of preferred at-
tributes, adding a property to the description for
an object only if it rules out one or more of the re-
maining objects in the distractor set. According to
Dale and Reiter, the Incremental Algorithm has at
least two important properties: it is computation-
ally attractive, because it has a polynomial com-
plexity, and it is psychologically realistic, because
it appears that humans produce distinguishing de-
scriptions in a similar way.
There are at least two motivations for a multi-
modal extension. First of all, in various situations
a purely linguistic description may simply be too
complex, for instance because the domain con-
tains many highly similar objects. In that case, a
deictic, pointing gesture is the most efficient way
of singling out the target referent. The second
reason is that when looking at human communi-
cation, referring expressions which include point-
ing gestures are very common. Since our aim is
to generate descriptions in a realistic way, it is ex-
pedient to include such pointing gestures.
The multimodal extensions to the incremental
algorithm which we propose are based on empir-
ical studies of how human speakers refer to ob-
jects in a shared work-space (Beun and Cremers,
1998), which we will summarize in section 2. The
Incremental Algorithm is outlined in section 3. In
section 4 we show how the empirical rules can
be captured in a formal and computational man-
ner. The main ingredients of our algorithm are
the following: (1) we define a function which de-
termines whether a pointing gesture is opportune
given the current context, (2) the algorithm ex-
plicitly tracks the focus of attention, and (3) we
distinguish various reasons for which a particular
object might be more salient than others. We end
with some concluding remarks in section 5.
2 Empirical observations on multimodal
object descriptions
In this section we present four rules for refer-
ring to objects in a multimodal setting, derived
from the empirical results reported by (Beun and
Cremers, 1998). Beun and Cremers, who stud-
ied the way humans refer to objects, performed
several experiments in which one participant had
to instruct another participant (in Dutch) to make
changes in a block building that was located in a
shared workspace. This implied that participants
could both talk about and point to the blocks in
front of them. The rules we will use for our mul-
timodal algorithm are the following:
Rule 1 If the target object is inherently salient
within the domain of conversation, use re-
duced information.1
Rule 2 If the target object is located in the current
focus area use only information that distin-
guishes the object from other objects in the
focus area.
Rule 3 Use absolute features (e.g., color) as
much as possible and use relative features
(e.g., size) only when necessary.
Rule 4 If an explicit relatum is needed for refer-
ring to the target object, choose as a relatum
an object that is salient.2
Note that by ordering the properties of an object
according to human preference as Dale and Re-
iter propose, rule 3 is already included in the al-
gorithm. In section 4 we cover rule 2, partly with
our definition of focus space, and partly with our
notion of salience. The threedimensional notion
of salience we present in section 4.3 also attends
to rule 1 and rule 4.
3 A sketch of the Incremental Algorithm
The aim of the Incremental Algorithm (Dale and
Reiter, 1995) (henceforth referred to as the D & R
algorithm) is to efficiently generate a distinguish-
ing description; a description that is applicable to
the current object and not to any other object in
the domain of conversation. Objects in a domain
can be characterized in terms of a set of attribute-
value 〈 A,V 〉 pairs corresponding to their proper-
ties.
One of the distinguishing properties of the Dale
and Reiter algorithm is its use of a list of pre-
ferred attributes. In this list the properties rele-
vant for the domain are ordered according to the
preference that human speakers and hearers have
1With “reduced information” Beun and Cremers refer to
the fact that less properties are generated than would be re-
quired for a uniquely referring description.
2When an object is referred via its relation to another ob-
ject, this latter object is called the relatum.
when talking about objects in that particular do-
main. (This satisfies rule 3 of Beun and Cremers,
section 2)
The input of the D & R algorihm consists of
the target object r and a distractor set, where r is
the object to be described and where the distractor
set contains all the objects in the domain except r
itself. The D & R algorithm essentially iterates
through the list of preferred attributes, adding a
property to the description for r only if it rules
out one or more of the remaining objects in the
distractor set. Moreover, Dale and Reiter make
the assumption that the property type should al-
ways be included in a referential expression even
if it has no discriminating power. The D & R algo-
rithm terminates when the distractor set is empty
or when all the properties of r have been checked.
In the former case the algorithm has succeeded in
selecting a set of properties which distinguish r
from the other objects, and on the basis of these
a distinguishing description can be generated. In
the latter case, the algorithm fails.
Krahmer and Theune (1999) provide a number
of extensions to the basic D & R algorithm. To
begin with, they introduce a notion of linguistic
context. The idea is that once an object has been
mentioned, it is linguistically salient and rerefer-
ring to this object can be done using a reduced,
anaphoric description. Linguistic salience is mod-
elled using a salience weight function,3 according
to which a salience weight is added to each object
in the domain of conversation. With these addi-
tional salience weights the distractor set can be
specified as the set that contains all the objects in
the domain having a salience weight higher than
or equal to the target object. A second extension
which Krahmer and Theune introduced is the pos-
sibility of including relations in the D & R algo-
rithm, in such a way that a description of the re-
latum of the target object is generated by a recur-
sive call to the incremental algorithm. We take
this extended version of the incremental D & R
algorithm as our starting point.
3The notion of salience used by Krahmer and Theune is a
combination of the centering approach of (Grosz et al., 1993)
and the Pragueian topic/focus ordering of (Hajic˘ova´, 1993)
4 Main ingredients of the multimodal
algorithm
In this section we describe the main novelties of
our multimodal extension, which are based on the
empirically motivated rules discussed above. We
first discuss when the algorithm may include a
pointing act. Second, a notion of focus of atten-
tion is specified. Third, a threedimensional notion
of salience is presented and finally we discuss the
linguistic realization of the referring expressions.
4.1 When to point?
We take it that the decision to use a pointing act
for distinguishing an object is codetermined by
two factors: the efficiency of pointing and the in-
efficiency of a full, linguistic description.
We assume that the efficiency of pointing is
determined by the distance to and the size of
the intended referent. The trade-off between
these factors has been captured in Fitts’ law, the
index of difficulty ID (Fitts, 1954). The index of
difficulty is computed from the size of the target
object and the distance measure between the ob-
ject and the position of the pointing device used,
in our case the speaker’s hand. If this index is
below a certain threshold4, i.e., it is easy to point,
the algorithm includes a pointing act in the output.
Index of Difficulty (ID)
ID = log2(2DW )
where W = Width of the object, D = Distance from
pointing device to the object
The second factor that contributes to the deci-
sion to point is the inefficiency of the linguistic
description. We assume that this inefficiency is
proportional to the number of attributes and re-
lations needed to generate a distinguishing de-
scription. In the algorithm the complexity of a
linguistic description depends on the informative
value of the properties. When the complexity of
the linguistic description is above a certain thresh-
old, the linguistic description generated so far is
discarded and a pointing act is generated instead.
When the target object cannot be uniquely iden-
tified by a purely linguistic description (e.g. the
4The precise value of this threshold is an empirical mat-
ter, and depends on the task and the domain at hand.
distractor set is not empty after iterating through
the list of properties) the algorithm also includes
a pointing act. Once a pointing act is included in
a referring expression the target object is uniquely
identified and the distractor set is emptied.
4.2 Focus space
Beun and Cremers (1998) state that to describe
the target object it is only necessary to distinguish
it from the objects in the current focus space (rule
2). This notion of a focus space is not only psy-
chologically plausible, but is also beneficial from
a computational point of view. By defining the
focus space as a subset of the objects in the whole
domain, the search space of the algorithm is gen-
erally reduced. In our definition the current focus
space consists of the last mentioned object r and
the set of objects directly related to r. An object
d is standing in a direct relation to an object r if d
is the closest object to r for which that particular
relation holds. To be able to take into account the
surface used by the objects in the domain of dis-
course, we use perceptual grouping (Thorisson,
1994). This is a proximity score for the distance
of each object in the domain to a particular object
r, in relation to the maximal distance between the
object r and an object in the domain. By setting a
threshold to the proximity score, far away objects
are excluded from the focus space of r.
In Definition 1, the focus space of an object o
is formally defined as the union of the object o
itself with the set of objects in the domain that
are closest to o for a relation of a given type
and which are not ‘too far away’ in terms of
Thorisson’s notion of perceptual grouping. The
proximity score is defined by PS. (The threshold
T should be set on an empirical basis.)
Definition 1: Focus space
focus space(o) = {o} ∪ {d ∈ D | relation(type, o, d) ∧
¬∃d′(relation(type, o, d′) ∧
(distance(o, d′) ≤ distance(o, d))) ∧






Notice that the target object r need not be an
element of the current focus space of o. In that
case we speak of a focus shift. Our definition of
focus space can be illustrated with Figure 1. As-
suming that the object last mentioned is the black
block, the focus space contains three blocks as
shown in the picture (the black block itself plus
the two white ones). The grey block to the right
of the black block is excluded because there is a
closer block to the right of the black block. Once
the algorithm has generated a referring expression
for the block indicated with an ∗, the focus space
needs to be updated. The updated focus space
contains ∗ and the set of objects that are directly
related to ∗ which would be the black block and
the grey block, in the sense that there is no ob-
ject closer to ∗ standing in the same relation to
∗. However using the proximity score bound to a
certain threshold, the grey block can be excluded
from the set of directly related objects, because it
is located too far away from ∗. The 2nd, updated
focus space contains ∗ and the black block.
1st focus space︷ ︸︸ ︷
2nd focus space︷ ︸︸ ︷
*
Figure 1: “the white block to the right of the black one”
4.3 A three dimensional notion of salience
Beun and Cremers (1998) have shown that vari-
ous notions of salience, in addition to linguistics
salience, play a role in the generation of referring
expressions. In particular, objects can be inher-
ently salient and/or they can be salient because
they are in the current focus space. Consequently,
in this paper we define a three dimensional notion
of salience. More precisely, each object in the do-
main receives three salience weights: LC indicat-
ing whether or not the object is salient in the lin-
guistic context, IS indicating whether the object
is inherently salient and FS indicating the focus
space salience of the object. The total salience
weight of an object is defined as the sum of these
three separate salience weights.
Some forms of salience are more important
than others. We assume that linguistic context
salience is primary, an object which was just de-
scribed is more salient than an object which is
in the current focus space but has not itself been
mentioned. In line with the results of Beun and
Cremers we take it that an object which is in focus
is more salient than an object which is inherently
salient but falls outside of the current focus space
(rule 1,2).
Following (Krahmer and Theune, 1999) we re-
strict the distractor set to objects which are at
least as salient as the intended referent. This im-
plies that when the intended referent is somehow
salient, the search space is reduced. In this way,
generally fewer properties are required to empty
the distractor set. In our algorithm, the notion of
salience also plays an important role for the se-
lection of relatums. In particular, following rule 4
Beun and Cremers, when a relatum is needed to
describe an object the algorithm selects the most
salient object that enables it to generate a distin-
guishing expression.
Definition 2 calculates the salience weight of
each object d in a state si by taking the sum of the
three kinds of salience associated with d. In the
initial state s0 (the beginning of the discourse) no
object has been described and consequently we
assume that there is no focus space as well.
Within the algorithm presented here, LC is
modelled as it is done by Krahmer and Theune
(1999), who determine linguistic salience on the
basis of the ranking of forward looking centers
according to centering theory (Grosz et al., 1993)
augmented with a notion of recency based on
(Hajic˘ova´, 1993). LC-salience weights range
from 0 (complete non-salience) to 10 (maximum
salience). In Centering Theory, Cf (Ui) is the
ordering of the forward looking centers of Ui (the
sentence uttered at time i) This ordering is such
that the syntactic subject of Ui is the most salient
object (mapped to salience weight 10) followed
by the indirect object (mapped to 9) and the other
objects (mapped to 8). Focus space salience
(FS) is easily determined given definition 1,
where an object has an FS-salience weight of
2 iff it is part of the current focus space. The
FS-salience weight 2 is assigned to every object
d in the focus space of object o, where o is the
most recently described object (or, slightly more
general, the object with the highest LC-salience).
Finally, inherent salience (I) is defined here in
terms of a strong criterion, stating that an object
is inherently salient only if for some attribute it
has a particular value V1 while the other objects
in the domain all have a different value V2 for
that particular attribute. If an object is inherently
salient, it has a constant I-salience weight of 1.
Definition 2: Three Kinds of Salience
For each object d ∈D, the salience weight of d in state si is
salience weight(d, si) = I(d, si) + LC(d, si) + FS(d, si)
where:
• Linguistic Context Salience
LC(d, s0) = 0
LC(d, si+1) =
{
rank(d,Cf (Ui)) if d ∈ Cf (Ui)
max(0, swi(d)− 1) otherwise
• Focusspace Salience
FS(d, s0) = 0
FS(d, si+1) =
{
2 if d ∈ focus space(o) ∧ o =





1 if object d is inherently salient
0 otherwise
4.4 Linguistic Realization
In this subsection we discuss a number of aspects
of the actual linguistic realization module. To de-
termine the form of the multimodal referring ex-
pressions we inspected the corpus collected by
Beun and Cremers. Note that we can determine
the list of preferred attributes for the block do-
main used in their experiments by simply count-
ing occurences of properties. Table 4.4 contains
the distribution of the attributes used in 141 re-
ferring expressions for the block domain of Beun
and Cremers.
attribute + Point − Point total
Color 38 42 80
Location 4 19 23
Shape 3 10 13
Type 5 8 13
None 11 1 12
Table 1: Selected attributes as a function of point-
ing acts, derived from the corpus of Beun and
Cremers.
It is clear that color is by far the most preferred
attribute in this domain. The attribute type is the
least preferred attribute in this domain. This is
not surprising since all objects in this domain are
of the block type, which makes this is very un-
informative property. However, the D & R al-
gorithm stipulates that type should always be in-
cluded in the final description, even if it is not dis-
criminating. We conjecture that it should not be
the type attribute which is always included, but
rather the most preferred attribute for a particular
domain. This is supported by the finding that in
the vast majority of the cases where a pointing act
is included (which uniquely identifies the target
object), also the color attribute is realized (even
though it is, strictly speaking, redundant).
We also inspected the corpus of Beun and
Cremers with respect to the choice of determiner.
In this (Dutch) corpus, demonstrative determiners
are preferred over articles. It has been claimed
(Piwek and Cremers, 1996) that Dutch proximate
demonstratives (deze/dit; ‘this’) are preferred
when referring to objects which are relatively
hard to access. The use of distal demonstratives
(die/dat; ‘that’) is equally distributed over more
and less accessible referents.5 Piwek and Cre-
mers’ notion of accessibility can be defined in




False if ((I(r, si) = 0)∨
(LC(r, si) ≤ 8)∨
(FS(r, si) = 0)
True otherwise
Except for the accessibility of the object,
the choice of determiner also depends on the
co-occurence of a relatum and pointing acts. In
the data from Beun and Cremers’ corpus, proxi-
mate demonstratives are always accompanied by
a pointing act and are never used in combination
with a relatum. For the relatum itself a definite
article is used. Piwek and Cremers (1996)
conclude that distal demonstratives are preferred
without a pointing act in case they are used to
refer to accessible entities.
In sum, the resulting algorithm generates a va-
riety of ‘multimodal’ NPs including the most pre-
ferred attribute (for the block domain the property
color), instead of the type of the object.
5We are aware of the fact that there are certain differ-
ences between English and Dutch where determiners are
concerned. Our algorithm, primarily based on Dutch data,
formalizes the findings of Piwek and Cremers for Dutch
demonstratives. For the generation of English referring ex-
pressions, some minor changes in the selection of determin-
ers are required.
5 Remarks
In this paper we have presented an algorithm for
the generation of referring expressions in a multi-
modal setting. The main ingredients of the algo-
rithm are the following: (1) the inclusion of deic-
tic pointing gestures in referring expressions, (2)
the algorithm explicitly keeps track of the current
focus space and (3) each object in the domain is
assigned a threedimensional salience weight. The
resulting algorithm is capable of generating a va-
riety of NPs depending on the accessibility of the
object, the inclusion of a relatum and/or the in-
clusion of a pointing gesture. For more details we
refer to (van der Sluis and Krahmer, 2001).
As noted in section 3, the D & R algorithm has
two attractive properties: it is computationally at-
tractive and psychologically realistic. To what ex-
tent has our proposed algorithm inherited these
properties? Given that our extensions are moti-
vated by the empirical work of Cremers and Beun,
our algorithm can be claimed to model the way
humans refer to objects in a multi-modal setting.
In this respect, the multi-modal algorithm pre-
sented here is arguably as psychologically realis-
tic as the D & R algorithm. It also captures more
of the variety found in human object references
than the Incremental Algorithm does.6 Computa-
tionally, the D & R algorithm is so efficient be-
cause there is no possibility of backtracking. Un-
fortunately, as soon as we include relations, this
property can not be kept. Because there is no
guarantee that the right relatum is always imme-
diately selected, the algorithm is NP complete in
the worst case. However, two factors are note-
worthy here. First, the use of salience guides the
search for a relatum, and offers a substantial re-
duction of the search space. Second, we define
an upper bound to the number of properties and
relations that can be included in the description.
When this maximum value is reached, a pointing
act is used instead of a full linguistical expression.
Fortunately, as soon as such an upper-bound is de-
fined, we regain polynomial complexity (see e.g.,
6Unfortunately, it is difficult to put figures to this claim.
Obviously, the current algorithm covers most of the data of
the described by Beun and Cremers (our ’training data’), but
this does not warrant any serious conclusions, given that (a)
it is generally bad practice to test on training data and (b) the
corpus is relatively small.
(van Deemter, 2001)).
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